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Agile Planning Tips & Tricks 

 

Don’t be intimidated by agile planning. Like any process, breaking it down into steps will help 
as you learn how to adapt this approach to your next project.  
 
Going through the process of thoughtfully building out your experiment can be very useful for 
shaping your thinking. Ideally this can be done in a small working group (no more than 5 
people) comprised of those who will participate in running the experiment and/or are 
stakeholders in the results. If there are individuals that “must” be included, consider a small 
working group to plan the experiment and a small advisory group to act as a sounding board 
and help finalize the details. The most important questions to answer while planning any 
experiment are: How are you defining success? How will you measure it? A good 
experiment has a clear definition of success and a measurable outcome, at least in 
part.  
 
To build your experiment, address the questions below starting with the first one. The others 
can be addressed in no particular order over the course of the planning session. Writing your 
responses on index cards or post-it notes can be useful here as a reminder to keep it 
scrappy.  

1. What are you trying to determine? Answer this in a single sentence or pose single 
question. Keep it focused. The answer goes on a card by itself. 

2. What are you not testing? This can sometimes be really helpful in defining what you 
are testing. For example, a test on delivery method will require content, but you are 
not testing the content itself so don’t let that be a distraction. The answer goes on a 
card by itself. 

3. What are the risks of the test? These are known factors you should consider as you 
plan your experiment. Ricks could include high traffic causing a web crash, 
incomplete analytics based on what you are testing, or a negative visitor experience 
due to potential confusion. It’s important to get these down on paper in part so you 
can plan how to address them if they come up (and can be addressed). These go on 
a card together. 

4. How will you run the test? In full agile-mode this is the story, and is often written from 
the user’s point-of-view. You are welcome to take that approach. The important 
aspect of this is answering, in detail, how you will run the experiment. Think simple, 
think scrappy. Include any A/B testing if required. You may need multiple cards for 
this portion. 

5. What do you need to accomplish the test? Realistically, jot down all the resources 
(time, money, staff, supplies) do you need to execute the test. Be inclusive. This is a 
chance to tweak the test to match available resources. You may need multiple cards 
for this. 

6. What are potential next steps? This is your chance to think one step ahead. If this 
happens, then you want to test x, but if that happens, you want to test y. Of course, z 
might happen, which is why you run tests to begin with! This should be one card only 
so you don’t get carried away thinking too far ahead. 

 


